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Acts 1:15-17, 21-26 

The Word of God for a people of God.  

Thanks Be to God.  

So, it strikes me that this is a quirky little story, unfamiliar perhaps to many of us. After 

all, it's not found in our children's bibles. There aren't brides and grooms who insist that this 

story be included in their wedding ceremonies. I haven't met a confirmand yet who chooses 

this scriptures their special verse. And it certainly doesn’t have a line of merchandise associated 

with it, like that John 3:16.   Yet here it is in our holy book, our living word, speaking to us today 

as it was to ancient readers. What wisdom does it contain? Friends, I love unfamiliar stories like 

this. It helps us to have fresh eyes and to fall in love with scripture all over again. Sure, we 

treasure our familiar stories – stories about the garden and the flood, stories about shepherds 

and wisemen.  But a new story, if I can call a Biblical Text that, sort of lights a fire of discovery 

when we hear the words we most need to hear. An illuminated word.  

The story is really a matter of a church staffing concern. Theologians would call this an 

ecclesial crisis, and commentators point out that it is perhaps the first, since the church itself 

isn't birthed as such until the following chapter in Acts as we will see next week for Pentecost. 

Judas, the one who betrayed Jesus, is dead. And it seems there's a job opening among the 12. 

Qualified candidates were among those who had followed Jesus from the beginning of his 

ministry.  Luke is sure to point out, as will I, that women were included among that faithful 

crew. Why there seems to be a hierarchy of discipleship is unclear. 

 Just thinking about all those disciples really makes me wonder about this structure, 

these requirements. Why were some disciples were named and counted and others not? How 

would that "Us and Them" dichotomy even work in a movement characterized by radical 

inclusion? And those lists of prerequisites? Having to have been a follower of John the Baptist, a 

witness of Christ's baptism, etc... I don't seem to remember Jesus having such a check list when 

he called those young fisherman away from their nets so that they may follow him. So I can't 

help but wonder if this isn't another gospel instance of these disciples being a little goofy. Don't 

get me wrong they are lovable, but they are also known for being a bit dim, and sometimes 

missing Jesus' point completely. And here in the book of Acts, Jesus has already ascended into 

heaven, leaving mere mortals charged with carrying on his divine legacy. Yet we do know that 



12 is a significant number in the Jewish tradition, representing the 12 tribes of Israel, so 

arguably it was a faithful and obedient practices for these early Jewish followers of Christ to 

keep holy that number and fill the post formerly held by Judas. In the passage we are told that, 

two men, Mathias and Joseph Barsabbas, are named as the vetted applicants for the apostle 

position and the disciples cast lots, an ancient voting type practice that still leaves room for 

chance, or as we might say, the Holy Spirit. And of course, as the story goes, Mathias is chosen. 

Joseph Barsabbas is passed over. Ouch.   

Have you ever felt passed over? Unrecognized? Rejected? Utterly and totally prepared 

and qualified for a task, but denied even the opportunity to give it a try? Who hasn't right? We 

don't even escape childhood without knowing what it feels like to be rejected – to be picked 

last for a kickball team, to have to go sit down after just one round one in a Spelling Bee.  

Happened to me. Friends, I was rejected from Oberlin college. It was late in the fall of 

1996 and I was eagerly checking the mail for word on my application. Oberlin was my dream 

school for many reasons, including its notable history in the abolitionist movement and the fact 

that my high school sweetheart, Joshua, had already been accepted as an early-decision 

applicant. I had visited the Ohio campus that previous summer and practically lived in the grey 

Oberlin sweatshirt my dad bought me at the bookstore. Like Joseph Barsabbas, I was well 

qualified for admissions. My grades were solid and I wrote my admissions essay on the summer 

I spent working at a Peace Camp in Northern Ireland with children who had committed 

sectarian violence. I thought they would just eat me up with a spoon!  But they cast their lots so 

to speak and then I got a letter that began, “We regret to inform you...” 

That rejection hurt then and it even still stings a little now. No one likes to feel passed 

over. No one wants to be turned down for the job. Or come in second place. Or fall in love 

someone who doesn't love you back. And yet we all have those stories, we've all known those 

days. Each and every one of us, from the 7th grader who just lost their bid at student council to 

national candidates like Mitt Romney and Hillary Clinton who find themselves giving concession 

speeches.  We know defeat in our lives and times, just as our forbearers in faith knew defeat in 

ancient times. Joseph Barsabbas was passed over for Apostleship. Joseph and Mary denied a 

room at the inn. Jacob's son Joseph was betrayed by his brothers and sold into slavery. In deed 

exclusion abounds in ancient Judea as persons with skin rashes and menstruating women were 

geographically separated, literally marginalized, from the community and unwelcome even in 

their own homes. And of course, exclusion abounds today in our world too. So, where is God in 

all of that? Our beloved God who calls us children and who weeps with us when we are hurting. 

God who has a dream for us and our world, far beyond that of pain and rejection. Where's God 

in it when our hearts are breaking, when our tears are rolling, when we feel like we are forever 

passed over?  



I invite you to take a look at the screens. Friends, I give you Kintsukuroi: The Japanese 

art of pottery repair. In this practice, whenever a ceramic vessel is cracked or broken, real 24 

karat gold is used to repair the damage. This repair renders the vessel more valuable than its 

original worth. I'm going to say that last part again. This repair renders the vessel more 

valuable than its original worth.  

Take a look at more gorgeous examples and hear the words of the legendary poet and 

songwriter, Lenord Cohen.  

Ring the Bells that still can ring,  

Forget your perfect offering 

There is a crack in everything 

Thant's how the light gets in.  

Broken vessels increasing in worth is precisely the kind of economy we expect in the 

kingdom! The gospels wisdom is topsy turvy, the rich are poor, the weak are strong, and the 

last are first. It's the same kingdom culture where we find that it is in bread that has been 

broken that we find unity, and in blood shed? Everlasting peace. Cracks abound, in our hearts, 

in our homes, and in our world, and yet as Lenord Cohen suggests, that how the light gets in. 

That's where the Holy Spirit meets us and attends to us, in all our humanity. In that way, we 

too, as the vessels of the Holy Spirit that we are, are made more precious because of the grace 

of God that fills us. The grace of God that seals our cracks.  

In Gospel language, we call that redemption. And in redemption, we see God's ever 

flowing mercy. God has mercy on us on our good days and our bad days too. God has mercy for 

me and mercy for you today, just as God surely had mercy on Joseph Barsabas on that ancient 

day when the lots were cast. Drawing as close to Barsabbas as close as his very next breath. 

God see us thru our rejection. Just as God gave clothes to Adam and Eve after the fall. Lovingly 

attentive to us, all of us, in all our days.  

Speaking of church personnel matters, I have one of my own to share. As the academic 

term at Eden Seminary comes to a close, so too does my contextual education internship with 

St. Lucas United Church of Christ. When Michelle introduced me to the Sunday Schoolers last 

fall she began by asking the kids if they'd ever had a student teacher at school. It's a good 

analogy, because like budding teachers need to learn in real classrooms in front of real 

students, emerging ministers need real churches and real congregations to learn with.  

In that way St. Lucas has been for me a learning lab, and you all have been my 

instructors. You have welcomed me into your committee meetings, you have included me on 

the emails, you have dressed me up like a citizen of Bethlehem, you have listen to me preach, 



you have prayed with me, and you have fed me, hands down, the best church food of my entire 

Christian life! Along the way, I have certainly stumblem. I've forgotten to queue the bells, I've 

jumped right over the anthem, once I even overslept. I've cracked. But you, St. Lucas, have filled 

my cracks with gold filler, you have poured out God's light with encouraging words, and smile 

and handshakes after church. I treasure you not just for being Gold Filler to me, but for where 

and how you are being gold filler out there in the world beyond these beautiful grounds, 

engaging in the redemptive work to bring some of the kingdom culture here on earth. The way 

you deliver God's light into the backpacks of hungry students, and take that light on the road to 

Frakes, Kentucky thanks to some youth on a mission. Keep on shining, St. Lucas! Your future 

looks bright. Luckily for me though, this isn't goodbye. I will continue to serve at St. Lucas as the 

Pastoral Assistant, assisting Revs. Herron and Moeller for as long as I am needed, until the new 

Minister of Congregational Care is called.  

The first chapter of Acts isn't goodbye for Joseph Barsabbas either. Though there are no 

additional scriptural references to his life, he does go down in Christian History as Saint Justus, 

a martyr of this faith and a venerated saint in the Roman Catholic tradition. Rejection from 

apostleship was not his end! Just like rejection from his brothers was not the end for Jacob's 

son Joseph. And rejection from the inn not the end for Joseph and Mary and that sweet baby 

boy.  

 After his resurrection Jesus shows his wounds to his disciples, not once, but twice. 

Some theologians have pondered this, asking the question why wouldn't Jesus' body have been 

restored? Rendered perfect? Why would a Risen Christ, now a citizen of the Kingdom of Heaven 

carry the scars of his time on earth? Maybe friends, just by asking that question we are showing 

our bias. We are judging those scars as ugly or shameful. Maybe, Jesus still had his scars 

because they aren't ugly at all. Good Friday was the crack thru which the light of Easter morning 

shone brightly. 

So, trust in your God, would you, even on days of rejection, especially on days of 

rejection: God's got you! That no matter how broken you feel or even how broken you are, God 

can and does repair us constantly. Cracks abound, so be gentle with yourself and with your 

neighbor. Find light shining through you and pour out that light to others. Have grace with 

yourself in your moments of rejection and hurt and please have grace too with those you might 

be hurting and rejecting this day.  

You have heard God called our great Potter. Well, I suggest that God is like our great 

Kintsukuroi potter, attending to our brokenness, outpouring light into cracks, redeeming us, 

making us whole, forever increasing our worth.  

May it always be so.  


